). Thereafter, recombinotional interactions among diverse organizational somes are associated with the synaptonemal complex determinants. Recombination occurs between chro-(SC), the structure that mediates the connection of homatin loop sequences; however, these sequences are mologs along their lengths at mid-prophase. Perhaps spatially tethered to underlying chromosome axes via spatial association of recombinosomes with underlying their recombinosomes. Meiotic chromosomal protein, chromosome axes mediates coordination between Red1, localizes to chromosome axes; however, Red1 events at the DNA and axis levels (Discussion).
chromosomes, which emerge when average base composition is defined by a 30-50 kb sliding window (Sharp and Lloyd, 1993; Dujon, 1996) . Chromosome III comprises two GC-rich isochores (R-bands) flanking a central AT-rich isochore (G-band; Figure 1F ). Yeast R-bands also exhibit higher levels of both transcription (Petes, 2001) The current study utilizes chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) plus a chromosome III microarray to define the localization of two key meiotic proteins, Red1 and Dmc1. Red1 is an abundant chromosomal protein, seen cytologically to occur in prominent patches along prophase chromosome axes (Smith and Roeder, 1997) . Red1 is implicated in several aspects of recombination (Mao-Draayer et al. 1996; Roeder, 1988, 1990 ; Schwacha and Kleckner, 1997) and in structural aspects of prophase chromosomes, i.e., formation of silver-staining axial elements (AEs) and SC, and maintenance of intersister connections Roeder, 1988, 1990 ; Smith and Roeder, 1997; Bailis and Roeder, 1998). Dmc1 is a meiosis-specific RecA homolog that loads onto the ends of newly formed DSBs (e.g., Shinohara et al., 2000). Positions of Dmc1 binding should mark DSB sites. The pattern of Dmc1 binding will also be sensitive to factors that influence its loading onto those DSBs. We have also reanalyzed the distribution of chromosome III DSBs that occur specifically at recombination hot spots (Baudat and Nicolas, 1997). Finally, we have examined the effects of eliminating Red1 for both DSB distribution and Dmc1 localization.
These studies reveal complex organizational and functional interplay among basic chromosomal determinants during meiotic prophase. Implications of these findings for chiasma formation and the relationship of chiasma formation to basic mitotic chromosome function are discussed. 
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Results
cells (Blat and Kleckner, 1999)
. At low resolution, a region of high relative cohesins binding is apparent in ‫05ف‬ kb surrounding the genetically defined minimal centroExperimental Approach Red1 and Dmc1 distributions along chromosome III mere ( Figure 2A ). This compartment is distinct from R/Gbands ( Figure 2B ) and might correspond to higher were determined as described (Blat and Kleckner, 1999). In cells proceeding synchronously through meiosis, proeukaryotic centromeric heterochromatin. At high resolution, a reproducible series of local peaks and valleys of tein-DNA associations are stabilized by formaldehyde crosslinking. Chromatin is then sheared and fragments binding emerges ( Figure 2E , black line). Peaks correspond to locally AT-rich segments, which in turn define associated with the protein of interest isolated by immunoprecipitation. Sheared, immunoprecipitated DNA is the chromosome axis. Thus, cohesins bind to axis-association sites. Since cohesins also mediate sister chrothen purified and radiolabeled. Absolute and relative abundance of different DNA sequences within the immumatid cohesion, these sites are presumably also positions where sister chromatids are connected and thus noprecipitated sample is determined by hybridization to a membrane containing an array of 133 fragments, identify dual loop modules in mitotic cells (see also Red1 is most abundant in regions that exhibit high levels of DSBs (R-bands) and is required for DSB formation. which corresponds to a peak of Dmc1 binding ( Figure  4E ). The hot spot DSBs distribution is again complemenThus, we wanted to test the possibility that differential Red1 abundance is responsible for the R-band biased common picture emerges: elimination of Red1 reduces DSB levels relatively evenly along chromosome III, simi-DSB distribution. To do so, we analyzed the effects of a red1⌬ mutation on the distribution of DSBs along larly in R-and G-bands, in both strain backgrounds ( Figures 6A, 6B , and 6C), Յ 6-fold in both cases ( Figures  chromosome III (Figure 6 ). Chromosomes from synchronous meiotic cultures were resolved by pulsed-field gel 6E and 6F). This difference is not due to different DSB timing: DSB kinetics are the same in RED1 and red1⌬ electrophoresis; intact chromosome III and DSB-generated fragments were then visualized by Southern hybridin both RAD50 and rad50S backgrounds; in both cases, the effects of the red1⌬ mutation are analogous at all ization with a probe to the left chromosome end (CHA1). individual DSB hot spots on three different chromosomes, in both a rad50S background and in a dmc1 Dependence of DSB formation on Red1 was analyzed in both RAD50 and rad50S strain backgrounds, each rad51 background, where DSB turnover is blocked at a later step (e.g., Schwacha and Kleckner, 1997). In every with intrinsic advantages and disadvantages (Results). A Given two roles for Red1, a red1 mutation is predicted to affect the final level of interhomolog recombination in DSB formation is promoted by Red1, which occurs prominently along chromosome axes (Results). This two ways. First, the level of DSBs, and thus interhomolog recombination, will be reduced throughout the genome. finding seems paradoxical in light of the localization of Dmc1 and DSBs to chromatin loops. One explanation Second, failure to load Dmc1 will result in a further decrease, preferentially in R-bands, because this defect is that recombinosomes become axis-associated prior to the initiation of recombination; DSB formation would causes the DSBs in a red1 background to engage primarily in inter-sister recombination (Schwacha and then occur within a "tethered-loop/axis" complex, with the axis (e.g., Red1) playing a direct functional role. This Kleckner, 1997; Thompson and Stahl, 1999) . red1 mutations have peculiar genetic effects that match these possibility is supported by the finding that DSBs occur preferentially at the "tops" of chromatin loops; such bias expectations: (1) interhomolog recombination tends to be more severely reduced at hotter loci, which tend to implies that DSB formation is sensitive to the presence of a loop/axis configuration, e.g., that there is communibe in R-bands and are thus subject to both effects; and (2) more severely affected sites tend to exhibit a greater cation between chromosome axes and the recombination process prior to DSB formation. Also, DSB formation reduction in recombination than attributable to reported effects on DSB levels, in accord with an additional defect is abnormal in mutants lacking either of the other two known meiotic axis-associated proteins: Hop1, which (Locus, wild-type recombinant frequency (ϫ 10 four functionally analogous steps. For example, DSB formation would represent not only initiation at the DNA General Implications for Chiasma Formation level but, more generally, initiation of chiasma formation, The organizational and functional complexities revealed at both DNA and axis levels, with interruptions occurring above can be related to the fact that recombination is at corresponding positions both within the DNA and part of the integrated process of "chiasma formation", specifically along the involved chromatids, and with rewhich involves coordinated changes at three levels: (1) sulting local differentiation between sister axes (e.g., exchange between non-sister chromatids at the DNA Figure 7D ). level; (2) . Axis discontinuities specifically at the sites of axis-associdestabilization and sister separation appear to occur ated post-DSB recombinosomes (e.g., Figure 1D ; Zickler locally at sites of meiotic chiasmata (Introduction). and Kleckner, 1999). Such morphologies lead to the idea These same processes occur globally along mitotic (and that interruption of DNA via a DSB may be accompanied meiotic) chromosomes, as seen for axial coiling at proby interruption of the underlying axis at the correspondmetaphase, axis disintegration during telophase, and ing position. The partner homolog axis is then brought progressive sister separation from prometaphase into proximity, at which point a matching interruption is through anaphase. Thus, during meiosis, the global also seen on the partner axis. A series of local coordistructural changes of the mitotic program could be tarnated changes in both axis and recombinosome morgeted specifically to relevant local sites by axis-assophology then ensue (Albini and Jones, 1987; G.H. Jones, ciation of recombinosomes where, in turn, they could cited in Zickler and Kleckner, 1999).
Isochore (Chromatin) Status Can Influence
govern the progression of events at the DNA/recombinoSuch observations, plus the results presented here, lead to the hypothesis that chiasma formation occurs some level. In one study, we reported that DSBs formed at wild-type levels in strains exhibit normal levels of spore formation and spore viability a red1 rad50S mutant (Xu et al., 1997) . The discrepancy with current (data not shown). Isogenic derivatives of NKY3410 are NKY3462 results reflects an artifact resulting from the DNA extraction proce-(red1⌬), NKY3463 (rad50S/KI81; Alani et al., 1990), and NKY3464 dure used in the previous study. However, this artifact is likely to (red1⌬ rad50S). Isogenic derivatives of NKY3299 are NKY3302 be meaningful. We suggested that all recombinosomes exist in a (red1⌬), NKY3424 (rad50S), and NKY3425 (red1⌬ rad50S).
"poised" form in a red1 strain and that "extra" 
